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Oil Guard 

Oil Stabilizer 

Oil Guard, oil stabilizer, is a premium polymer blend 
designed to address various engine, hydraulic    
system and gear box needs.  Oil Guard is            
formulated with high tech  additives that proactively 
address common engine issues. 

   

• Reduces Oil Consumption 

• Eliminates Dry Starts 

• Increases Oil Life 

• Raises Oil Pressure 

• Increases Power and Fuel Mileage 

• Eliminates Hydraulic System Leaks 

 

Oil Guard is offered in case gallons. 
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Oil Guard Oil Stabilizer eliminates noise, overheating, leaks and wear in hydraulic systems and gear 
boxes.   
 
Oil Guard Oil Stabilizer  will blend safely with most other automotive lubricants, even synthetic oils.   
 
Oil Guard Oil Stabilizer  protects against rust, corrosion and dry starts for long periods of non-use.  Oil 
treated with Oil Guard Oil Stabilizer  will not run off cylinder and gears.   
 
Oil Guard Oil Stabilizer  seals the cylinders to keep oil from being burned, it also keeps the             
contaminates of the combustion chamber from coming down to prematurely ruin the motor oil.   
 
Oil Guard Oil Stabilizer will stop hydraulic system leaks, and help any system run cleaner and cooler.   

Usage Ratio Comments 

Motor Oil 
1:7 

1:6 

For improved performance   

For engines with severe blow-by 

Hydraulic Oils 
1:50 

1:35 

For improved performance   

For engines with leaks and over-heating problems. 

Gear Oils 
1:10 

1:7 

For improved performance   

For gear boxes with leaks and overheating problems. 

Oil Guard Oil Stabilizer  works to prevent problems     
before they occur.  Oil Guard Oil Stabilizer  virtually   
eliminated dry starts and wear.  It also extends oil life and 
lowers oil temperature in any engine, gas or diesel.  It 
raises oil pressure, stops smoking, leaking, knocking and 
blow by in worn engines 


